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Negotiations between the South Burlington School Board and the South Burlington Educators’ 

Association (“SBEA”) regarding a multi-year contract formally began in November 2016.  On 

August 29, the School Board imposed the employment terms for FY 2018 contained in the final 

offer it had presented at an August 21 mediation session. Based on limited movement of the 

SBEA over the course of 10 months and over the course of the final 10-hour mediated session, 

the Board understood that additional discussions had little hope of bringing closure to 

negotiations on reasonable terms before the beginning of the school year.   

 

The imposed terms and conditions for the 2017-18 school year are fair to the teachers and the 

community.  The terms add $410,380 to teacher salaries (a 2.17% increase over last year and an 

average raise of $1,679 per teacher) and keep teachers’ dollar contributions to their health 

insurance unchanged from last year.   

 

In its last proposal at the mediation, the SBEA sought a 3.44% increase in salaries for the current 

year, or approximately $650,000.  This is $240,000 more than the amount the Board is providing 

in its imposed terms.  The SBEA also sought an additional 3.8% salary increase in the second 

year, or $750,000.  

 

The SBEA’s final proposal regarding health insurance provided that teachers pay 17% of 

premium costs and the first and last 5% of out-of-pocket costs (co-pays and deductibles).  This 

health insurance cost-sharing proposal would have increased teachers’ disposable income this 

year by .4% to .5% while depriving the District of between $79,000 and $90,000 in savings 

needed to offset the reduction in its budget due to Act 85.  The SBEA’s proposals have been 

contrary to the goals of Act 85: to return savings to property tax payers as a result of lower-cost 

plans. 

 

The SBEA has claimed that these terms were not its last best offer and that progress was being 

made “when the Board left the table.”  The facts do not support this claim.  At the August 21 

mediation, the SBEA started the day with a two-year proposal for a 3.54% salary increase in year 

1 and 3.9% increase in year 2.  After ten hours, and in response to the Board’s final offer, the 

SBEA’s two-year proposal stood at 3.44% in year 1 and 3.8% in year 2, a decrease of only 1/10th 

of a percent per year.   

 

Rather than negotiating against the interests of the community it represents, the Board began 

consideration of imposing its last and final offer for one year.  The SBEA had eight days 
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between the end of the mediation session and the Board’s meeting on August 29 to make a 

reasonable proposal to the Board, but it chose not to do so. 

   

The Board decided that the only responsible course to take, consistent with its fiduciary duties in 

the face of financial pressures, was to bring closure to the negotiations by imposing fair 

employment terms. The budget that passed on June 6, after two defeats, reduced District 

spending from the original proposed budget by $1,296,516, which included $50,000 in reduced 

costs from anticipated District savings on health insurance.  Under Act 85, the State will reduce 

its payment to the District by $304,731 in the current school year and $164,086 next year.  The 

recently-announced move of the community library from the South Burlington High School and 

the addition of unbudgeted resources for the Chamberlin kindergarten will result in an estimated 

budget shortfall of $100,000. The District salary increases are more than fair under these 

circumstances.   

 

On September 6, 2017, the Board sent a letter to the SBEA’s chief negotiator asking the 

Association to return to the negotiating table.  The SBEA has not responded to that overture but 

has indicated to the press that it will not return to the table unless the Board rescinds the 

imposition.  There should be no such conditions in the way of further negotiations. The Board’s 

understanding is that the SBEA is primarily concerned with the long term impact on the current 

salary schedule index and the flat dollar contribution to health care versus percentage share of 

total costs.  The Board reiterates that it would like to begin negotiations as soon as possible to 

attempt to address these concerns in the second year of a two-year contract that would cover the 

current and next year.  To expedite the process, the Board is contacting potential mediators to 

find out their availability to assist. 

 


